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IT’S A TUG LIFE

GAINING MOMENTUM

The first round of men’s and women’s tug-of-war
took place Monday. The winners will advance to the
next round of comptetion Wednesday.
		

The Eastern baseball team is on its longest win
streak of the season, and it will face the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Tuesday.
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Charleston | election

Polls open for students, residents
By Amanda Wilkinson
City Editor

B

A

Charleston residents and Eastern students will have a chance to vote for their
future mayor on Tuesday.
Jarrod Scherle, executive vice president of the student government, said this
is a once-in-every-four-year opportunity
for students to elect the person who is in
charge of the town.
“I think the candidates have drawn
very clear lines on their positions on
what they think the ideal Charleston is,”
he said.
Scherle said many students may not
care about the municipal elections because they consider themselves temporary residents of Charleston.
“Students that cast their vote tomorrow aren’t only casting a vote for themselves, they’re casting a vote for the students yet to come (to Eastern),” he said.
Scherle said many of the issues and
concerns students talk about can be resolved with the city government.
He said concerns such as restaurants,
bar-entry age, landlords and safety in
town are within the city government’s
reach.
Richard Wandling, chair of the political science department and professor,
said city government has a direct, immediate effect on the quality of life of residents.
“City government has jurisdiction
over everything from streets, water and
sewage systems, public safety, economic development, promotions of the retail
sector, industrial sector, and commercial
sector in general,” he said.
Wandling said many students may
not know how much of an effect the city
has on students’ lives.
“Your typical student probably has a
limited sense of the impact that city government has,” he said.” I think what this
really calls for is we need to have more
education on campus not only from
EIU administration, but also probably
more education from our public officials in the city of Charleston as students

Polling Locations
Open 6 a.m. to 7 p.m.

A: Precincts 2, 4

• St. Charles Catholic Church
921 Madison Ave.

B: Precincts 3, 5, 13

• Salisbury Church

C

2350 Madison Ave.

C: Precincts 1, 12

• CUSD #1 School Admin Office

E

410 W. Polk Ave.

D

D: Precincts 10, 11

• First Federal Savings & Loan
800 W. Lincoln Ave.

E: Precincts 6, 8

F

• Masonic Temple

651 W. Lincoln Ave.

F: Precincts 16, 17

• Martin Luther King Junior

University Union Bridge Lounge

G: Precincts 14, 15, 18, 19
• Newman Catholic Center

G

500 Roosevelt Ave.

©2013 Google

have a vested interest in what goes on in
Charleston city government.”
Scherle said he knows why students
are not considered when an elected official makes a decision.
“They don’t vote,” he said.
Scherle said he saw a near record of
student voter turnout during the 2012
presidential election.
He said all the students who were registered to vote in that election still can in

this municipal election.
“There are so many reasons that students need to (Tuesday), just because in
the past students have been largely overlooked,” Scherle said.
He said many students who live on
campus are designated to vote in the
Bridge Lounge of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
However, students who live off campus and other Charleston residents will

have to look on their voter I.D. card to
find their designed precinct and polling
site.
There are seven polling sites, including the Charleston School Administration Office, St. Charleston Catholic Church, Salisbury Church, Masonic Temple, First Federal Savings & Loan,
and the Newman Catholic Center.
Polling sites will be open for voting
from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Audrey Jorns, the chief deputy clerk,
said to vote on Tuesday, and that registered voters do not have to bring any
identification with them.
“We’re very happy if they would just
bring their voter I.D. card, but that’s not
required,” she said.
Amanda Wilkinson can
be reached at 581-2812
or akwilkinson@eiu.edu.

Charleston | election

3 men running for Charleston mayor in 2013 election
Larry
Rennels

• Lifelong Charleston resident
• Retired from Rennels TV &
Appliance in 2010
• City Council member for 16
years
• Wants to keep bar-entry age
at 21
• Wants to bring in restaurants
that would match the
student demographics
• Wants to keep city clean by
renovating or demolishing
decrepit buildings and
• Wants to have the EIU
External Relations
Committee meet more often

Brian
Myerscough

• Lifelong Charleston resident
• Currently substitute teacher
for Charleston school district
• Served on Board of Zoning
and Appeals for 23 years
• Wants to lower bar-entry age
to 19
• Thinks it will be hard to bring
new restaurant chain to city
• Would like to serve on EIU
External Relations
Committee
• Wants the city to be
proactive in educating
students about safety and
laws

Troy
Richey

• Has lived in Charleston for
15 years
• Employee at C.H.I. Overhead
Doors in Arthur
• Volunteers at VFW Post 1592
• Wants to keep bar-entry age
at 21
• Wants city to host more
weekend activities for
students
• Wants citizens to buy locally
to attract family restaurants
• Would like to meet with
Eastern students and
administrators regularly
• Would like to have more
neighborhood watches and
street lights for safety
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Local weather
Today

Wednesday

TUESDAY, APRIL9, 2013
Doudna fine arts center | play

Comedy to time-travel through issues
By Allie Fiedler
Staff Reporter

Rain
High: 64°
Low: 48°

Rain
High: 77°
Low: 48°

For more weather visit castle.eiu.edu/weather.
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A time-traveling play directed by
Eastern students, covering issues of sex
and roles in society, will be performed
this week.
“Cloud 9” will open at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Black Box Theatre of
the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Shows will continue at 7:30 p.m.
each night through Saturday, with a final show at 2 p.m. Sunday. “Cloud 9” is
being student-directed by Andrew Swanson, a senior theatre arts major, and Miranda Buob, a senior theatre arts and
English major.
Swanson said “Cloud 9” is a complex
story.
“It’s not one of those lighthearted,
fluffy shows where you can check your
brain at the door; there’s a little more to
it,” Swanson said.
He also said it is the type of show that
will make the audience think and question their own beliefs and their society.
The play is challenging because it
takes place in two different time periods,
Swanson said. The first act takes place in
the 1800s and the second act takes place
in the 1900s.
Swanson said even though “Cloud
9” was written in the late-1970s, it is extremely relevant because it touches on issues important today, such as gay marriage and equality for women.
“The first act of the play pokes fun at
society and its beliefs and values during
the Victorian Empire,” Swanson said.
Chris Kesler, who will be playing
the roles of Harry and Martin, said the
first part of the play shows a perfect
family in Africa, and as the story unfolds, the family shows they are not as

Dominic Baima | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Clire, played by Dakota McDaniels, talks to a doll while Betty, played by Jake Cole, and Mrs. Saunders, played by
Shelby White, watch during a rehersal of “Cloud 9” on Thursday in the Black Box Theatre of the Doudna Fine Arts
Center. The first show is at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Black Box Theatre.

perfect as they appear.
Kesler, a freshman theatre arts major,
said the second act takes place in a more
modern England and demonstrates a variety of different relationships among the
characters and how they are changing.
“I feel like it is a lot about love and
finding the true meaning of what it is to
live,” Kesler said.
Swanson said the play revolves around
the theme of moving out of the brands
that might be given to people.
“It’s about stereotypes and sexual

identity and breaking away from those
labels that society puts on you,” Swanson said.
He said the audience can expect to get
a good laugh, and although it does touch
on some touchy subjects, it is done in a
lighthearted way.
Bill Stinde, who will be playing the
role of Cathy and Joshua, said the main
thing he hopes people will take away
from this play is to be themselves and to
not let people put them into boxes.
Shelby White, who will be playing the

role of Ellen, Mrs. Saunders and Betty,
said she hopes the play will influence the
audience to think about current issues in
society, such as gay marriage.
Stinde, a senior theatre arts major, said
he was drawn to the play for a variety of
reasons.
“It is really interesting, has a lot of different layers and commentary on a lot of
different things,” Stinde said.
Allie Fiedler can be reached
at 581-2812 or ajfiedler@eiu.edu.

Eastern | communication day

Music festival creator to be guest speaker
By Stephanie Markham
Administration Editor
When the local music scene seems
unappealing, Seth Fein might say to create your own culture instead of fighting
against it.
Fein, the creator of the Pygmalion
Music Festival in Champaign-Urbana,
will be the guest speaker for Communication Day on Wednesday.
David Gracon, a communication
studies professor and one of the organizers of Communication Day, said Fein
would speak about the importance of alternative media, and students in the department would share research projects
related to the field.
He said Fein would explain how he
started the festival, which lasts four days
every September and features local and
national bands.

Check

out
the

DEN
for
Greek
Week
Activities

In addition to the lecture, Fein will
also lead a workshop called “Forget the
Promoter: How to put on your own
show,” explaining how to run a “do-ityourself” concert.
Gracon said the topic would appeal to
a lot of students because many of them
are interested in working in the music industry.
“Most students are really into music
in some capacity, so I think it will be really interesting to students, because who
doesn’t like music?” he said.
He said students often do not completely understand how the music industry works, despite their interest.
“I think maybe some students have
some expectations that are maybe unrealistic about working in this industry, so
I think it’s good to have someone who
does it, and he can tell you the real deal of
what it’s about,” he said.

He said students concentrating in
public relations and anyone who is interested can learn about the logistics of running a festival as well as the challenges to
the industry.
“The concert industry is very highly corporatized, and he’s doing an independent festival so that allows him to do
something different, which is very interesting from a critical studies standpoint,”
Gracon said.
In addition to Fein’s lecture and workshop, a number of panels run by students and facilitated by communication
studies professors will also be available
Wednesday.
Gracon said many panels, such as the
“Media Speed Dating” panel, would provide an opportunity to network and share
ideas for projects.
Other panels, such as the “Environmental Analysis of Popular Film” and

“Disney Princesses: How Racial is Disney” are analyzing representations of people in the media.
Gracon said he hopes students are inspired by Fein’s story to create their own
culture instead of being passive.
“You can complain your whole life,
and it’s not going to change anything, but
there’s people who, instead of complaining all day and being unhappy, they actually take the initiative to change something and do something,” he said.
Fein’s lecture will be the final session
beginning at 2 p.m. in the CharlestonMattoon Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
A full listing of sessions and times for
Communication Day is listed on the communication studies department website.
Stephanie Markham can be reached
at 581-2812 or samarkham@eiu.edu.
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greek week | tugs

3

3 teams win preliminary tugs
By Amanda Wilkinson
City Editor
The first round of tugs started
with clouds and ended with sunshine and wins by Alpha Sigma
Tau, Sigma Chi and Sigma Nu.
Monday was the first day of preliminary tugs with only three tugs,
beginning at 4 p.m.
The preliminar y tugs started
with Alpha Gamma Delta and Alpha Sigma Tau facing off.
As members of the crowd yelled
“Make them swim,” AST pulled
the three Alpha Gam tug members
into the pond at 1:30.
Kelsey Merchant, a junior elementary education major and the
AST captain, said it was hard for
her to tell at first who was going to
win the tug.
“Whenever I look and saw the
first girl was down the slop and
going into the water, I could feel
it,” she said. “Feeling us take steps
back, you really know that you’ve
got it.”
Me rc h a n t s a i d w h e n n o t a l l
members of the team were in their
full position, she knew they were
taking the Alpha Gam team back.
Tugging became physically difficult when she had to exert herself
harder than she has practiced, she
said.
Katie Bottom, a sophomore biological sciences major and member
of the Alpha Sigma Tau tugs team,
said her forearms were hurting by
the end of the tug.
The Sigma Chi and Delta Tau
Delta battle lasted almost three
minutes and was the longest of the
three preliminary tugs.
The tug was evenly matched
for about 30 seconds until Delta Tau Delta started getting pulled
into the pond one-by-one by Sigma Chi.
Michael Sorrentino, a senior ki-

nesiology and sports studies major
and Sigma Chi coach, said while
the tug was evenly matched, after
a minute and a half, anyone could
win.
“It’s hard to do a full five-minute tug every night, but we tried
doing our best and it’s just whoever wants it more, at the end day,
comes out on top,” he said.
When the Delts started pulling
Sigma Chi back at about 1:15, Sorrentino said he told his team to
stake and slowly pull backwards.
“Once you get them across the
gravel, they slide real easily, so
once one guy gets on there, it’s almost like they’re not even on the
rope,” he said.
With three out of five members
donning mohawk haircuts, Sigma
Nu ended the first preliminary day
with a win against Pi Kappa Alpha
at 1:16.
Sean Martini, a senior kinesiology and sports studies major and
Sigma Nu captain, said it felt good
to win in the big men’s tug.
He said he did know when his
team started to win because he was
in the zone.
“I’ve been in the zone for like
two hours now,” he said. “I just
kind of black out and do what I’m
supposed to do.”
Martini said he felt when his
team was pulling the Pikes team
into the pond.
“I couldn’t really feel it but to
be honest right when we started,
we had to turn…so we could go
a little faster backwards,” he said.
“That’s probably when I knew we
were going to take it.”
The remaining 12 preliminary tugs will take place at 4 p.m.
Wednesday on Campus Pond.
Amanda Wilkinson can
be reached at 581-2812
or akwilkinson@eiu.edu.

Photos by Jacob Salmich | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Members of the Alpha Sigma Tau sorority celebrate after their victory against Alpha Gamma Delta on Monday
during the tugs competition.

Members of the fraternity Delta Tau Delta use their strength to pull the
rope away from Sigma Chi on Monday during tugs at Campus Pond. Sigma
Chi defeated Delta Tau Delta during the competition.

Eastern | lecture

Professor to discuss student finance
By Connor Wilcox
Staff Reporter
The future financial obligations of
students, such as 401(k)s will be discussed Wednesday by a finance professor.
Patrick Lach, an assistant professor of
finance, will be giving a lecture to students on these topics at 5 p.m. Wednesday in Lumpkin Hall Auditorium.
Lach will be giving a lecture to students about finance and the importance
of investing once college is over.
Lach said in an email he has always
been an advocate of increasing the financial understanding of college students
and his lecture is exclusively for giving
students important information.
The basics of investing, 401(k)s, and

how to select the right financial adviser for you, are going to be some main
points discussed in the lecture.
Students have to be responsible for
their own retirement, Lach said.
“The individual is expected to be the
President and CEO of their own retirement,” Lach said
He said even though the employer’s
401(k) provider is supposed to give them
guidance on investment options, many
of them do a poor job of explaining the
different opportunities.
“My goal is to cover personal financial topics that will be relevant to all students, especially those about to graduate
and enter the workforce,” Lach said. “(I
want to explain it) in a way that all students, including those who are not fi-

nance or business majors, can follow and
understand.”
Student Senate Speaker Mitch Gurick, a sophomore business education
major, encouraged his fellow students to
attend the event to gain a better perspective on everyday finance.
“It’s important to learn about money management and especially being educated on how to save money,” Gurick
said.
He said the information provided by
the meeting would be especially helpful
to college students, because it deals with
such issues as what happens when parents cut you off from their funds.
Gurick oversaw the business affairs
committee that organized the event,
along with business fraternity Delta Sig-

ma Pi and the American Marketing Association.
Gurick said Lach was a desirable
choice to give the lecture to students because his strong speaking ability and his
extensive knowledge of finance.
Jeff Oetting, a finance professor, said
he agreed that Lach is an excellent and
credible choice to give the lecture.
Oetting said he believes it would be
important for students to attend the lecture, as having financial discipline now
will allow much greater freedom later on
in life.
“It’s a great way to structure your financial future,” Oetting said.
Connor Wilcox can be reached
at 581-2812 or cdwilcox@eiu.edu.

217-345-2363
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Fully Furnished 2bedroom & 3Bedroom Garden
Apts and Townhouses!
LARGE Kitchen/Dining area!
Spacious Bedrooms with walk in closets!
Washer and Dryer in 3BR units!
Sign a lease and
Private Decks in the Woods!
receive $100.00 off
your deposit per
Free Trash and Parking!
person!
Use Financial Aid to pay rent!

DOCUMENT OUR HISTORY
PAID POSITIONS
Applications in 1811 Buzzard Hall

DUE DATE is Wed. 4 p.m.

April 10th

Turn into
Seth Schroeder
or the designated folder

Blot ter

Cannabis, state
property damage
reported
• At 10:03 a.m. Friday, a private
property accident was reported
at Coleman North Parking Lot.
One citation was issued for operating an uninsured vehicle.
• At 2:14 a.m. Saturday, James Walker, 22, of Chicago, was arrested at
the 1700 block of Lincoln Avenue.
He was charged with DUI-alcohol,
possession of cannabis with intent to deliver, illegal transportation of alcohol and released to
the custody of the Coles County
Sheriff’s Office at 3:17 a.m. pending court appearance to determine bond.
• At 11:17 p.m. Saturday, a cannabis
complaint was reported at Lake
Charleston Loop. This incident
was referred to the Office of Student Standards.

YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
916 Woodlawn Dr.

Dillon Youngs, a sophomore
psychology major of the Delta Tau
Delta fraternity, pulls his team’s rope
while standing in Campus Pond on
Monday against Sigma Chi during
the annual tugs competition.
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For questions call 581-2812 or email at scschroeder2@eiu.edu

• At 6:52 a.m. Sunday, criminal
damage to state property was reported at Taylor Hall. This incident
was referred to the Office of Student Standards.

Comments, Corrections, OR
events
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editorin-Chief, Rachel Rodgers, via:
Phone | 581-2812,
Email | DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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DRAWN FROM THE EASEL

SINGING SENSATIONS:
For the fifth straight time,
Delta Delta Delta won Greek
Sing. Three triangles, five
straight victories.

PITCHER PERFECT:
Pitcher Hanna Mennenga
won OVC Pitcher of the
Week for second straight
time. The Panthers are 25-10.

CLOSER TO EQUALITY:
Republican State Rep. Ed
Sullivan voted “yes” on gay
marriage. He becomes the
second House Republican to
openly support the bill.
SENIORITIS EPIDEMIC:
As the semster dies down,
it’s getting harder and
harder to stay focused. Don’t
let senioritis infect you.

Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time
on any topic to the Opinions Editor to be published
in The Daily Eastern News.
The DEN’s policy is to run all letters that are not
libelous or potentially harmful. They must be less
than 250 words.
Letters to the editor can be brought in with
identification to The DEN or to the DENopinions@
gmail.com.

“LET’S GIVE THEM
SOMETHING TO TALK
ABOUT”
Would you like Eastern better
if it had Coke products instead
of Pepsi? Why or why not?

To submit your opinion on today’s topic, bring it in with identification to The
DEN at 1811 Buzzard Hall or submit it
electronically from the author’s EIU email
address to DENopinions@gmail.com by
4 p.m. today or reply to us on social media.

The DAILY
EASTERN NEWS

Dominic Renzet ti | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

STAFF EDITORIAL

Rennels best candidate
for Charleston mayor
Today is the last day to vote for three of
see, students do not act like drunken idiots in
Our POSITION
the five positions that control almost everypublic, and Rennels saw that.
• Situation: The Charleston mayoral election
thing in the city.
He also has said the city’s bar entry age
is today.
There are three candidates running for
should mimic the legal drinking age of 21.
• Stance: Larry Rennels is the best candidate
the position of mayor: Troy Richey, Larry
While Myerscough thinks lowering the
for the position of Charleston mayor.
Rennels and Brian Myerscough.
bar entry age will bring in more revenue and
Registered voters will be able to vote
attract more students to Charleston, will stufrom 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. at their designated voting precinct.
dents under 21 not drink when they are in the bars?
Rennels is the best candidate for the job of mayor of Charleston
Yes, yes they will drink.
because he has shown he has the most experience and knowledge on
Most students are 19 by their sophomore year, and if the number
how the city runs, having served on the City Council for 16 years.
of students per year were equal, there would be more than 6,000 stuRichey and Myerscough have not worked in city government and
dents potentially going out to the bars.
do not know the areas of the city the way Rennels does.
While Myerscough has the passion and Richey is relatable, Rennels
At both debates in March, Rennels gave the most clear, reasonable
has the sense to run the city.
answers to the questions asked, because he knows the city.
An important thing to remember when voting, though, is that the
In the article “Candidates answer students’ questions” of Friday’s
mayor is not the king or president of Charleston.
edition of The Daily Eastern News, Rennels said that on Unofficial St.
He is one vote on the City Council composed of four other counPatrick’s Day he went on a ride-along in a police car and saw the stucil members.
dents and police acting respectfully.
He said of the 46 alcohol violation tickets given out, seven were
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of
The Daily Eastern News.
written to Eastern students.
Even on one of the supposedly most drunken nights Eastern will

Reconsider use of the word ‘slut’

At the recent Sex Positive Fair, attendees were
able to participate in an event called “slut namecalling,” in which they wore a nametags saying
“slut” if they answered questions correctly.
While the point of the exercise was to express
how having a lot of sex doesn’t make you a “slut,” I
think it defeated its purpose entirely.
Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
There are some feminists out there who don’t
Tim Deters
Rachel Rodgers
mind saying the word “slut,” and there are, of
course, some who do. I’m not about to get into a
Associate News Editor
News Editor
fight about semantics, but when it comes to this
Seth Schroeder
Robyn Dexter
word, I’d rather take a closer look at how it is used.
For me, I view the word “slut” to be directed
Online Editor
Opinions Editor
primarily toward women in a completely negative
Sara Hall
connotation. In fact, I view it to be disrespectful.
Dominic Renzetti
The use of this word directly ties into slut shaming, or as I would rather it be called, woman hatCONTINUE THE DEBATE
ing, and it is everywhere.
The idea of being a “slut” probably comes from
ONLINE
a few main misconstrued ideas. Society creates the
idea that “sluts” have a lot of sex, usually casually.
• Extended letters
Maybe alcohol or drugs are involved. Maybe it’s a
• Forums for all content
one-night stand, or maybe it’s a friends-with-benefits situation.
www.dailyeasternnews.com
Whatever the idea is, it’s negatively influencing
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

EDITORIAL BOARD

Sara Hall
the image of women.
Suddenly, they’re not just women, they’re sexhungry nymphomaniacs with a lack of self-respect.
But here’s the thing: Just because you don’t wait
until you’re married, or in a committed relationship, or in a committed anything, to have sex does
not make you a bad person.
If you do want to wait, that’s completely fine
and is a personal choice.
Whatever you do in your sex life is your prerogative, and whether you’re a virgin or having sex on
a daily basis, you shouldn’t have to feel ashamed
about it because of what someone else may think
of you.
It’s not that it’s just men calling women “sluts”;
women are just as guilty of calling this vile name

to each other, sometimes as a term of endearment.
Every time I hear one woman say “Hey, slut” or
“Hey, whore” to another, I cringe a little bit.
The idea of a man being called a “slut” is not
looked down upon; at times, it’s almost revered.
But regardless of gender, the word and the ideas
behind it are not OK, and the most detrimental effects of it come in regards to sexual violence.
Using the word “slut” devalues the idea of sexual
assault; it creates the “she deserved it” or “she could
have stopped it” mindset. With the current sexual assault discussion that has been going on around
campus, Eastern students should take a second
thought about what they say.
Respect is not a one-way street, and we can’t just
shun people who have different attitudes toward
sex than we do.
It would be naive enough to think that cutting
out one little word from your vocabulary is going
to end sexism, but it’s a start to get you to think in
a different, more accepting mindset.
Sara Hall is a senior journalism major.
She can be reached at 581-2812
or denopinions@gmail.com.
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Workers’ compensation
to change companies
By Stephanie Markham
Administration Editor
Eastern employees receiving workers’
compensation will have a limited choice
of what doctors they can see once the injury claims process is transitioned from
the state agency to a private company.
The Illinois Department of Central
Management Service currently processes
injury claims and makes decisions about
what claims qualify for compensation.
Because of state mandates, this process is being transitioned to a third party
administrator called Tristar Risk Enterprise Management Inc.
Paula Embry, the workers’ compensation coordinator, said state employees
had been able to choose the doctor they
wanted to see, whereas Tristar would offer a pre-selected list of doctors that can
be seen.
“Tristar is going to initiate a PPO-type
network where you have to go through a
network of doctors that they have selected for your work comp,” she said.
She said she had previously recommended employees go to their primary doctor for an injury because the costs
would be covered by insurance if the
claim was denied.
“If you go to your own doctor, at least
if it’s denied as work comp, at least you
know your insurance is going to cover
it,” she said.
She said it could be hard to train the
campus to this process because people
are used to going wherever they want.
“It’s going to be a pretty cumbersome
process to get our campus used to it,” she
said.
Embry said Tristar representatives
would replace the 16 administrators
who oversaw workers’ compensation in
Illinois, along with the CareMC bill processing company and the CAREAssist
phone line for early reporting of claims.
Richard Enyart, the director of human
resources, said the state is looking to save
money and simplify the claims process.
“Typically when you have a third-party provider, the state is looking at cost
savings. So if you look at the 16 positions and eliminating those from the
state payroll, we would like to think
that whatever arrangements that they

made with Tristar would end up being a
cheaper cost overall,” he said.
Enyart said there is still a lot of unknown information about how the
claims process will change.
“It pulls to streamline the processing
to make it more efficient and more costeffective,” he said. “Now whether it ends
up being that way at this point in time is
unknown.”
He said claims made before March
16 would be managed by CMS until the
beginning of May, and at that time Tristar would take over all claims.
“Initially when going with any new
third-party provider, there is going to
be a learning curve for everybody involved as far as the use of their process
and forms and dealing with the various
claims administrators,” he said.
He said many of Tristar’s forms are
the same forms that have been used,
with some additions and removals.
Embry said Eastern’s cost for workers’
compensation, including temporary disability payments, medical costs and settlements, averages about $1 million per year.
“Tristar is not bringing any money with them, so nothing is going to be
paid any faster until they get caught up,”
she said. “But hopefully they’re going to
bring a little bit of stability and maybe
get some of the claims moved a lot faster
and people back to work a lot quicker.”
Enyart said the third-party provider
he worked with at a previous university gave him the authority to determine
whether medical treatment should be
provided for each case, but under Tristar,
employees could bring their claim directly to the representatives.
“There will be a difference in how this
company operates because they indicated that the employee themselves can
contact them directly, and that could
basically undermine us from the standpoint of us not knowing when an actual
injury takes place,” he said.
Stephanie Markham can
be reached at 581-2812
or samarkham@eiu.edu.
For the in-depth version
of this article go to:

dailyeasternnews.com

FREE 50 INCH FLAT SCREEN TV!!!
WHEN YOU SIGN A 4 OR 5 BEDROOM LEASE!
($300-$350/person)
FREE 40 INCH FLAT SCREEN TV!!!
WHEN YOU SIGN A 2 OR 3 BEDROOM LEASE!
($250-$325/person)
RENT PRICES HAVE BEEN REDUCED - GET MORE FOR YOUR $$$
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c ampus feature | panther shuttle

Dominic Baima | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

John “Doc” Holliday, a Panther Shuttle driver, looks in the mirror at the Andrews Hall bus stop on Thursday. Holliday said the best part of driving the Panther Shuttle is, “the people” and “interacting with the students.” Holliday
has been driving the Panther Shuttle since it started four years ago.

Driver talks about career
By Bob Galuski
Entertainment Editor
As the doors to the Panther Shuttle
slide open, students are greeted by the
bearded, smiling face of John “Doc”
Holliday — one of the night-shift bus
drivers.
In charge of making sure students
get to destinations such as Walmart or
other parts of campus, Holliday is a vital part of the nightlife and has been
driving the Panther Shuttle since before
it was at Eastern.
“My brother, the first shuttle driver,
was the contractor when Eastern took
over,” Holliday said, with his eyes focused on the road stretching ahead of
him.
After his brother became too sick to
drive the bus, Holliday took over, and
has been on every leg of the transportation throughout his career.
“In one way or the other, I’ve worked
every shift,” he said.
Currently, Holliday is the Thursday
and Friday night shift driver, and he
said the busiest times during those days
are between 3 and 7 p.m.
“You see the most transit during
those times,” Holliday said.
Although he drives during the nighttime during the weekend, Holliday said
he never has problems with rambunctious students on the bus.
Instead, it is the students outside of
the bus he has to worry about.
“It’s the students who cross without
looking that can be a problem,” Holliday said. “You have to be careful, they’ll
walk off the given path without regard
to the vehicles coming their way.”
Even on a Friday night, with a
crowded bus, Holliday takes the time
to say hello to each of the students who

get on the bus.
He even makes sure to let them
know that some of the stops are not
happening during the time they arrive
on the bus — giving them time to get
off the bus.
“We won’t be going off-campus right
now, just want to make sure everybody
knows that,” he called out to the passengers before starting up the bus.
Even though most of the students
nod politely as he speaks to them or
jokes with them, Holliday said one of
the most enjoyable aspects of driving
the bus is witnessing the wide-variety of
students board each night.
“I love seeing the students,” he said,
laughing. “You have to like people to be
in this job.”
He interacts with the students as
they get on the bus; he smiles and says
hello, or cracks a joke or two.
Holliday said one of his main goals is
to make sure every student who wants
a ride on the Panther Shuttle gets one.
“You have two students, both who
want to go somewhere, and who is to
say one person’s money is better than
the other? Everyone pays in their tuition, so if possible, I make sure certain they get where they need to go,”
he said.
Holliday said he will wait even if he
sees a student who is barely late to the
bus, because he values their service —
the same way the students value his.
However, even Holliday said he
knows he cannot make everyone happy.
“You can’t please all the people all the
time,” he said, shrugging.
His intention to make sure students
get to where they need to go is heard in
the regret in his voice as he has to tell
students the bus is going on break for
an hour.

“Sorry, guys, I have to take a break
— I’ll be back (in an hour),” he told a
group of women waiting to get on outside of Pemberton Hall.
He said one of the biggest improvements made since he started driving the
bus regularly was having the buses arrive and depart on time.
“You can tell everyone really tries to
make sure the buses are on schedule,”
Holliday said.
The relationship between the passenger and the driver is one of give-andtake, he explained.
“You have to show respect in order
to get respect,” Holliday said.
Giving respect to each of the students is a way of maintaining interaction with them during the long nights
of driving, he added.
Holliday said running the bus has
become second nature to him, as he is
constantly checking his watch to make
sure the bus is running on time.
As he pulls up to each stop, he lets
each of the students boarding know
when they will be arriving at their destination — with accuracy.
Holliday also said safety is a big part
of driving the bus, and he said he feels
each of the bus drivers strives to make
the transportation safer.
“We have top-notch buses, and committed drivers, and that helps to making sure each student gets there safely,”
he said, beaming with pride.
Holliday said he plans on driving the
bus for at least a few more years, since it
is something he enjoys immensely.
“I’ll probably do this for as long as I
can,” he said.
Bob Galuski can
be reached at 581-2812
or rggaluski@eiu.edu.

NEW 2-bedroom apts. on 9th St. across from
Buzzard Hall!
NEW 1-bedroom apts. on Garfield Ave.!
GREAT 1&3-bedroom apts on 6th St.!

*Available August 2013*
2 bedroom apartments and
3 & 4 bedroom homes available
Visit our website at:
www.eiuliving.com
Call or text us at:
217-345-4001

Read the DEN online!

www.dennews.com
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Help wanted
P/T Bartender. Weekends. Neat, Clean
& Pleasant. Great atmosphere with
good pay. Apply at Charleston Moose.
615 7th, Charleston.
__________________________4/12
Hiring certified lifeguard, waitstaff, and
dishwasher. Experience preferred. Apply in person, 6700 N. Country Club
Rd., Mattoon.
__________________________4/25
Bartending! $250/day potential. No
experience necessary. Training available. 800-965-6520 ext 239.
__________________________4/29

Sublessors
Sublease for the Summer. University
Village. $390/month. All utilities included except electric. 1 BR 1 BA,
fully furnished. 708-567-0313.

____________________ 4/9

For rent
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS NEAR
CAMPUS! GREAT PRICES! LEASES
NEGOTIABLE. W/D, DISHWASHER,
PETS POSSIBLE. TRASH AND MOWING INCLUDED. 345-6967
__________________________4/10
7 BR house near Rec Center.
W/D, dishwasher, trash & mowing.
Pets and lease negotiable. 345-6967
__________________________4/10
6 MONTH LEASE AVAILABLE JUNE
2013-DEC 2013: 2 BEDROOM APT IN
QUIET LOCATION, STOVE, FRIG,
DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER,
TRASH PD, 605 W GRANT
217-438-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONAPTS.COM
__________________________4/15
5 Bedroom, 2 Bathroom House on
12th. Close to Campus, A/C, Washer/
Dryer, Dishwasher. $350/person.
Two renters needed 2013-14
(217) 276-8191, pilot410@hotmail.com
__________________________4/29
Available August 2013 - ONE BLOCK
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6th
STREET! 1 bedroom apt. available
and 1 month free on all 3 bedroom
apts! www.ppwrentals.com
217-348-8249
__________________________4/29
Fall 2013 - 3 bedroom apts. on 4th St.
Porch, off-street parking, trash included! $275/person. Call Ryan
217-722-4724 Leave message!
__________________________4/19
SUMMER STORAGE, SIZES 4X12
UP TO 10X30, PRICES STARTING
AT $30/MONTH. 217-348-7746
__________________________4/29
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
__________________________4/29
$100 per person signing bonus! Fall
2013, very nice 2, 3,4, 5 & 6 bedroom
houses, townhouses, and apts.
available All excellent locations!
217-493-7559 or myeiuhome.com
__________________________4/29
$100 per person signing bonus!
Right behind McHugh's. Very nice
2 and 3 bedroom, 2 bath apartments. Cable and Internet included.
217-493-7559 www.myeiuhome.com
__________________________4/29
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT $270 EACH WATER AND TRASH INCLUDED. FURNISHED OR NON FURNISHED, NEXT TO
CITY PARK AT 1111 2ND STREET.
217-549-1957
__________________________4/29

For rent
Very nice 6 bedroom, 2 bath house.
Across the street from O'Brien Stadium
with large private backyard.
myeiuhome.com 217-493-7559.
__________________________4/29
AVAILABLE NOW: 2 BR APT., 1305
18TH ST. STOVE, FRIDGE, MICROWAVE, TRASH PAID -- NEWLY REMODELED 2 BR APT., 2001 S. 12TH
STREET STOVE, FRIDGE, MICROWAVE, TRASH PAID 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________4/29
Now leasing for August 2013 3 BEDROOM HOUSES ONE BLOCK
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6th
STREET! 1st MONTH FREE!
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
__________________________4/29
4 BEDROOM HOUSE & TOWNHOUSE
AVAILABLE WITH LARGE YARD
NEXT TO CITY PARK. $250 EACH.
217-549-1957
__________________________4/29
3 blocks from Old Main. 2 bedroom
house $300 each. 3 bedroom house
$235 each. 10 month lease.
Call 549-7031.
___________________________4/5
www.EIUStudentRentals.com
__________________________4/11
2151 11th Street 4 bedroom duplex 2 1/2 bath, spacious backyard, north of
Greek Court. Rent includes fully furnished unit, trash, parking, cable/internet. 1 MONTH FREE RENT WHEN SIGNING A LEASE! 217-345-3353
__________________________4/11
4, 5 and 6 BR houses on 11th St - all
have W/D, dishwasher, A/C efficient
and affordable. EIUStudentRentals.
com 217-345-9595.
__________________________4/11
1 and 2 BR; close, new and nice. www.
EIUStudentRentals.com, 217-232-9595
__________________________4/11
Fall 2013 3 or 4 bedroom house
blocks from campus. 2 full baths,
W/D, dishwasher. Call or text
(217) 276-7003
__________________________4/12
3 or 5 BD HOUSE ON POLK FLAT
SCREEN, FURNISHED, GARBAGE &
LAWN INCLUDED CALL 549-1628 or
549-0212
__________________________4/12
5 BR house on 4th St. 2 BA, with W/D,
Flatscreen TV. Water and trash included. $190/Person. 217-369-1887
__________________________4/12
1431 9TH ST: 1 AND 2 BEDROOMS FOR
LEASE. 217-254-2695
__________________________4/19
5. 3. BEDROOM HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM
2 BATH APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR
$250. 549-4074 345-3754.
__________________________ 4.19
New 2-bedroom apts. on 9th Street
ACROSS FROM BUZZARD!
AVAILABLE AUG. 2013
Hurry before they're gone!!!!!
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
__________________________4/29
1 bedroom apts. WATER AND TRASH
INCLUDED! OFF STREET PARKING
$390/MONTH buchananst.com or
345-1266
__________________________4/29
Fall '12-'13: 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apts!
BUCHANAN STREET APTS. CHECK US
OUT AT BUCHANANST.COM OR
CALL 345-1266
__________________________4/29

Bre wster Rockit By Tim Rick ard
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1, 2, 3, and 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE JUNE OR AUGUST
*Quiet
locations
*As low as
$285/mo each
person

Are you stressed out?
Are you sad?
Try free meditation!

For appointment

phone
217-348-7746

8pm
every Friday!

Since 1965

@ Club House
University Village Apts.
Charleston, IL

820 LINCOLN AVE, CHARLESTON, IL
Office Hours 9-5 M-F, 9-3 Sat
www.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
For rent
4 BR, 2 BA, W/D, large backyard,
2 blocks from campus, 1210 Division.
$200/person. Call Pud, 345-5555.
__________________________4/12
Fall 2013- Affordable- Large, Beautiful, and Spacious One and Two Bedroom Unfurnished Apt. on the
Square over Z's Music. Trash and
Water Incl.- Low Utilities- All New
Appliances and Flooring- Laundry
On-Site- No Pets- Apply 345-2616
__________________________4/12
1603 12th St. available. 3 bedroom,
1 bathroom house with large basement. $325 per person.
Please call EIP at 345-6210
or email eipoffice@eiprops.com.
__________________________4/12
Bowers Rentals - 2 bedroom apts.,
$325. 3 & 4 bedroom houses,
$300. 345-4001, www.eiuliving.com
__________________________4/15
3 or 4 BR 1012 2nd Street. Large house
with double fenced lot. Livingroom,
game room, laundry room, room,
kitchen. 2 baths. Landlords EIU alum.
$325/month 217-273-7270.
__________________________4/15
House for 2013-14: On 2nd Street
1/2 block from Lantz, 6-8 people and
room to spare, 3 bathrooms, CA, W/D,
dishwasher, parking, no pets. 549-9336
__________________________4/15
1, 3, 4 & 6 Bedroom houses. W/D. D/W.
Trash included. Rent is $250 - 300 per
bedroom. 217-273-2292.
__________________________4/16
NICE STUDIO, $300; 2 BEDROOM
ON THE SQUARE, $450.
TRASH AND WATER INCLUDED.
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1. 345-4010.
__________________________4/19
3 ROOMMATES WANTED AVAILABLE
AUG 1ST, 2013 TO SHARE 3 BEDROOM
HOUSE. 3 BLOCKS FROM JIMMY JOHNS
501 TYLER AVENUE. INCLUDES CENT.
AIR, WASHER/DRYER, GARAGE, OFF
STREET PARKING, LARGE BACKYARD,
NON-SMOKING HOUSE. $325 P/BEDROOM. CALL 708-415-8191
OR EMAIL WENDEL22@AOL.COM.
__________________________4/22
2 bedroom apartments on 9th Street.
Available for Fall. All inclusive pricing.
549-1449.
__________________________4/22
5-7 bedroom, 2 bath home on 9th
Street. $250/person 217-345-5037
www.chucktownrentals.com.
__________________________4/26
4 bedroom home $250/person.
No pets. 217/345-5037.
www.chucktownrentals.com.
__________________________4/26
2 and 3 bedroom homes close to campus. Trash & yard service included.
No pets. 217-345-5037.
__________________________4/26

www.qsfa.org

For rent
Available Summer 2013- Fully furnished one, two, and three bedroom
apartments. Lincoln Avenue and Division Street locations. Recent addition
ceramic, laminate flooring, vaulted
ceilings, skylights (some units.) Some
units pets allowed. For additional information, or a tour call 217-508-6757.
__________________________4/29
2 BR APTS 2001 S 12th & 1305 18TH
ST STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE,
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________4/29
DELUXE 1 BR APTS 117 W POLK &
905 A ST, 1306& 1308 ARTHUR AVE,
STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE,
DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER,
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
__________________________4/29
1 & 2 bedroom apts. for Fall. Good locations, all electric, A/C, trash pick-up &
parking included. Locally owned and
managed. No pets. 345-7286
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
__________________________4/26

4 Bedroom
house
1/2 block
Lantz for!
1,2,3,4…
We’ve
got what
you’reto
looking
3 Bedroom apts. near Arby’s, Lantz

1 person apartments from $335-500/month
2 Bedroom apts. for 1 or for 2, $440-650
2 bedroom 2 person apts. from $290/325 per person
Bedroom
apts. for
1 from
3 1bedroom
3 person
apts.
right$335
next up
to Arby’s
3 bedroom house a short walk to EIU
4 bedroom house ½ block to Lantz or Marty’s

See the website - Call for an appointment

www.woodrentals. com

1512 A Street, P. O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472

For rent

For rent

5 & 6 bedroom houses for fall.
Good locations, nice units, A/C,
locally owned and managed. No pets.
345-7286. www.jwilliamsrentals.com.
__________________________4/26
SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE.
345-7286.
WWW.JWILLIAMSRENTALS.COM.
__________________________4/26

3 bedroom units available - very nice,
very clean 735 Buchanan Street.
All appliances included fair price,
close to campus 217-962-0790.
__________________________4/26
4-6 bedroom house, 2 bath, W/D, A/C
1521 2nd St. $300-325 each!
217-345-3273
__________________________4/26
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Send payment
6 Utter angrily, as
insults
10 Cameron of
“Knight and Day”
14 Compensate (for)
15 On the briny
16 Dope from a
booth?
17 Grocery bag
option
18 Narrow inlets
19 1944 invasion
city
20 Patient’s
therapeutic shriek
23 For free
26 Groundbreaking
old Fords
27 Multivolume ref.
28 It’s right on a map
31 Mentalist’s
alleged ability,
briefly
32 Tiny data storage
device
35 Old-timey word of
woe
39 Cowgirl Dale
40 Forest feller
41 Garlicky spread
42 Thinker
Descartes
43 Uprising at
Leavenworth,
e.g.
45 Old name for
Tokyo
47 Sports pg.
number
48 St. Louis-toChicago dir.
49 Open courtyards
53 Warnings from a
ticked-off tabby
55 Comical sort, like
the last word of
20-, 32- or 43Across
58 New Age pianist
John
59 Tavern flier
60 “Nothing
ventured, nothing
gained,” for one
64 Aid in a caper
65 Trees with splitresistant wood
66 Himalayan land
67 Optimistic
68 Bacon buy

4/9/13

By Gail Grabowski and Bruce Venzke

69 ’50s-’60s TV
beatnik Maynard
G. __
DOWN
1 Jay-Z’s genre
2 LAX listing
3 Swiffer product
4 All thumbs
5 Scotty and Jack
Russell
6 Do damage to
7 Old Voice of
America org.
8 Kingdom
9 Caught at a
rodeo
10 Tumbledown
condition
11 What spies
gather, for short
12 G sharp
equivalent
13 Close-up lenses
21 Words to an old
chap
22 Music store buys
23 Mayberry’s Pyle
24 Christopher who
played
Superman
25 Slogan writer
29 Melee memento
30 Urban cruisers

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

(c)2013 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

33 U-turn
34 Sit for a spell
36 Pork cuts
37 How most writers
work
38 Webmaster’s
creations
41 Designed to
defeat a Panzer,
say
43 Scented hair
ointments
44 Waikiki’s island

4/9/13

46 “Like, no-brainer!”
49 Hitching post?
50 Martial artsbased workout
51 Slick tricks
52 Sweater size
54 Passover feast
56 “__ la Douce”
57 Govt. crash
investigator
61 “Great” simian
62 Chatter
63 Golfer Ernie
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STAT ATTACK

»

BASEBALL

SOFTBALL

Sophomore utility Hannah Cole is
second in the Ohio Valley Conference with a .408 batting average
after 103 at bats this season. She
also leads the Eastern softball
team in hits (42), doubles (11),
and walks (12). Cole is second in
RBIs (25) and home runs (4). Cole
holds a .488 on base percentage
and a .631 slugging percentage.

The Eastern baseball team’s
bullpen has allowed one earned
run in the Panthers’ current fourgame win streak. The Panthers’
bullpen has a 0.55 ERA in those
16.1 innings. In the 16.1 innings
pitched, the bullpen has allowed
14 hits and has walked a total of
three hitters, while striking out
five batters.

Eastern softball pitcher Hanna
Mennenga has struck out 206
batters this season. She is fourth
in the nation in strikeouts and
strikeouts per seven innings
(11.1). She also leads the Ohio
Valley Conference in each of
those categories. Mennenga
also sports a 16-4 record with
11 complete games. She has a
conference-leading 1.30 ERA
while opposing batters are hitting just .162.

BASEBALL

The Eastern baseball team has
scored 57 runs during its current
four-game win streak. Eastern
has scored 45 percent of its runs
this season in the last four games.
The Panthers are also batting
.403 in those four games — .143
higher than their season average
— highlighted by a 20-2 win over
non-conference foe Illinois State
and a 16-6 win over Murray State
Sunday.

Reporting by Anthony C atezone, Photos by Dominic Baima and Jacob Salmich, Design by Ashley Holstrom | The Daily Eastern News

CLASSIFIEDS
For rent
2 bedroom house W/D, A/C, D/W
1609 12th St. $335 each! 217-345-3273
_____________________________ 4/26
3 bed, 2 bath house for 2012-2013.
W/D, pets possible. Off street parking.
1710 11th Street. 273-2507.
_____________________________ 4/29
YOU WANT TO LIVE HERE! Great Location. 2
BR/ 2BA REDUCED PRICES W/D, Dishwasher, Walk-in Closets, Vaulted Ceilings, Large
Balcony, Free Tanning, SO MUCH MORE!
Roommate Matching available
melroseonfourth.com
brooklynheightseiu.com 217-345-5515.
_____________________________ 4/29
Half a block from Rec Center 3 & 4 bedroom
apts. Fully furnished, pet friendly, includes
electric, water, internet, trash, parking, &
cable TV. Half off 1st months rent!
Call or text 217-254-8458
_____________________________ 4/29
Close to campus - 1 bedroom apartment to
rent. Pet friendly, fully furnished, cable TV,
electric, internet, water, trash are included.
Lowest price in town! Half off 1st months
rent. Call or text today 217-254-8458
_____________________________ 4/29
Great location! 1 and 2 bedroom apt. for
rent! Pet friendly, fully furnished, includes
cable, water, electric, internet, & trash.
Half off 1st months rent! Call or text today
217-254-8458
_____________________________ 4/29
4 BR, 2 BA DUPLEX, 1 BLK FROM EIU,
1520 9th ST, STOVE, FRIG, MICROWAVE,
DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER,
TRASH PD. 217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
_____________________________ 4/29

For rent
2 BR APTS 955 4th ST, STOVE, FRIG,
MICROWAVE, DISHWASHER,
1 CAR GARAGE, WATER & TRASH PD.
217-348-7746
WWW.CHARLESTONILAPTS.COM
_____________________________ 4/29
FALL 2013 1812 9TH STREET 1 BED/
3 BED, 1205/1207 GRANT 3 BED.
MUST SEE. CALL/TEXT FOR SPECIALS
217-348-0673/217-549-4011
SAMMYRENTALS.COM.
_____________________________ 4/29
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor,
over 20 years experience. 345-4489.
www.woodrentals.com
_____________________________ 4/29
NEW STUDIO AND 1 BEDROOM APTS. Available August 2013! W/D, dishwasher, central heat, A/C!
www.ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
_____________________________ 4/29
Tour RAYMONDHOMESEIU.COM
check Availability, Features, Convenient
Locations, for 1-7 persons.
Call 345-3253, 618-779-5791, email
RaymondPropertiesLLC@gmail.com. Reliable maintainance, Affordable, Ask about
our one month free rent offer, call today.
_____________________________ 4/29
SUMMER STORAGE, SIZES 4X12
UP TO 10X30, PRICES STARTING
AT $30/MONTH. 217-348-7746
_____________________________ 5/30
$100 off Security deposit for 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. tricountymg.com
_____________________________ 4/29

For rent
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
For 3-5 persons, unbeatable floor plan, 3 &
4 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, deck, central air,
washer, dryer, dishwasher. Free trash and
parking, low utility bills, local responsive
landlord. Starting @ $210/person. Available
Fall 2013, Lease length negotiable.
217-246-3083.
_____________________________ 4/29
Great Location! Rent starting at
$300/month. Find your studio 1, 2, 3 BD
apartment at Lincolnwood-Pinetree.
217-345-6000.
_____________________________ 4/29
1st Semester Leases beginning Fall 2013
available for studio 1, 2 and 3 bedroom
apts. at Lincolnwood-Pinetree. 345-6000.
_____________________________ 4/29
3 & 4 BD, 2 BATH FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED CLEAN, SAFE, AND WELL MAINTAINED! RENT AS LOW AS $275.00
1140 EDGAR DR.
WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.COM 217-345-6100
_____________________________ 4/30
Fall 2013. All Inclusive. 1 Bedroom Apartments. East of Buzzard. rcrrentals.com.
217-345-5832
_____________________________ 4/30
www.jensenrentals.com 217-345-6100
_____________________________ 4/30
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Schmitz said the success comes
from pitching coach Jason Anderson finally getting the time to see
what all the pitchers are capable of
doing.
Anderson was hired in late December — only a couple of months
prior to the start of the season.
“The first four or five weeks of the
season he was seeing what (the pitchers) could do, finding out what was
good and bad,” Schmitz said. “(Anderson) has done a good job of figuring out when to put them in and
when not to put them in, what works
and what doesn’t.”
Eastern has lowered its ERA to
4.56, which is third best in the
OVC.
After a 37-run performance over
the weekend, the Panthers have
elevated their batting average to
.273, raising it 30 points in 11
games.
The Panther offense will head
into Illinois facing an Illini pitching staff with a 3.34 ERA, fifth in
the Big 10.
Illinois is coming off a 3-2 win
over No. 16 ranked Indiana, which
had previously won 18 games in a
row.
The 19-9 Illini have a .297 batting average and are led by Justin
Parr.
The senior left-handed hitter is hitting .433 and has a conference best
52 hits. Parr only had one hit in nine
plate appearances in the two wins
against Eastern a year ago.
Parr and the rest of the Illini will
face freshman Jake Johansmeier on
Tuesday night.
Johansmeier picked up his first save
of the season in Friday’s 6-3 win over
Murray State. Johansmeier is 1-2 this
season with a 3.93 ERA in 18.1 innings pitched.
First pitch is scheduled for 6:05
p.m. Tuesday at Illinois Field.
Aldo Soto can be reached
at 581-2812 or asoto2@eiu.edu.

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: #EIU softball pitcher Hanna Mennenga earned her second consecutive #OVC Pitcher of the Week honors.

S ports

Sports Editor
Anthony Catezone
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Women
to face
tough test
By Al Warpinski
Staff Reporter

Jacob Salmich | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Junior catcher Jacob Reese prepares for the incoming pass to tag out senior infielder Dylan Wheeler of Murray State on Friday in Coaches Stadium. The Panthers swept Murray State in the series.

Panthers to face rival Illinois
By Aldo Soto
Assistant Sports Editor
The Eastern baseball team is currently riding
its longest win streak of the season after sweeping
Murray State at home and winning its first three
Ohio Valley Conference games of the season.
The Panthers travel to Illinois Field on Tuesday trying to extend their streak to five against
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
After a 0-8 start to conference play by Eastern, which saw the team score 17 runs, the
Panthers’ offense erupted for 57 in their current four-game win streak.
Coach Jim Schmitz said the team executed
in all facets of the game during the series, including getting hit by a pitch, which the team
failed to do earlier in the year.
“Obviously we don’t want guys getting hurt,
but if there’s a pitch inside we want them to
not get out of the way; we need as many base
runners as we can get,” Schmitz said.

The Panthers had eight batters hit by a
pitch, three of the occasions coming from
sophomore Dane Sauer.
Illinois has hit 36 batters through its first 28
games, which is the third highest in the Big 10
Conference behind Minnesota (44) and Nebraska (46).
Despite the eight hit batters over the weekend, Eastern is still near the bottom of the
OVC in the category with 27, eighth in the
conference, with Southeast Missouri having
the most, at 43.
Eastern and Illinois have played each other eight times in the previous five seasons with
each side winning four games, but last year the
Fighting Illini swept the two-game set with
10-3 and 5-2 wins.
The Panthers’ offense was stymied in the two
games, but three Eastern batters were able to
have multiple-hit games.
Jacob Reese, Nick Priessman and Brant Valach accumulated seven of Eastern’s nine hits in
the 10-3 loss against Illinois last year.

The Panthers were plagued by errors in the
two games they lost against the Illini, committing nine.
Fielding has been a concern this season for
Eastern, Schmitz said. In the OVC, the Panthers are tied with two other teams (Jacksonville State and Southeast Missouri) for the
third most errors at 47.
Against Murray State, Eastern made three
errors, all coming in its 15-8 win on Saturday.
Although the errors are high, Schmitz said
the fielding is getting better and the team is no
longer dwelling on its own mistakes.
“I told (the team) earlier in the year that we
found every way to lose,” he said. “Either we
didn’t hit, we made a big error or didn’t pitch;
now we’re finding every way to win.”
What has helped out the Panthers’ recent
success has been the bullpen, Schmitz said.
In the current win-streak the Eastern bullpen has pitched 16.1 innings and has given up
only one earned run.
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The women’s tennis team will begin a threegame home stand to end regular season play
Tuesday.
The 10-4 Panthers will host the Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks in a match that will
decide Ohio Valley Conference postseason
seeding.
Eastern sits in fourth place of the OVC
standings, right behind Jacksonville State,
which it lost to on Saturday. The Panthers and
the Gamecocks both share 5-2 OVC records,
but the Gamecocks own the tiebreaker because
of head-to-head record.
Tuesday’s game will prove pivotal in the
playoff seeding as Tennessee-Martin sits just
below Eastern in standing with a 4-2 record in
fifth place.
Much like last week, history is not on Eastern’s side. The Panthers have not beaten the
Skyhawks in the last four years.
Last year’s contest featured a 6-1 loss in the
home season finale. The Panthers lost all singles matches except for Merritt Whitley’s second position win. Whitley won in straight sets
6-2, 6-1. The women also were swept in doubles play.
Whitley has experience winning against the
Skyhawks, but she is the winner of five straight
singles wins. Whitley also boasts the team’s best
OVC record at 6-1 and 10-3 overall.
Sephora Boulbahaiem is second on the team
with a 10-4 overall record and 5-2 in OVC
play.
This year’s team also boasts impressive doubles teams. The duo of Janelle Prisner and
Whitley have a team best 7-3 record.
Freshman Ali Foster and Senior Kristen
Laird sport an 8-1 doubles record when paired
together.
First serve against the Skyhawks is set for
2:15 p.m. Tuesday at Darling Courts. The
women will continue OVC play this weekend against first-place Eastern Kentucky and
eighth-place Morehead State.
Al Warpinski can
be reached at 581-2812
or apwarpinski@eiu.edu.
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Eastern to carry win streak to Illinois
By Jack Sheehan
Staff Reporter
After its undefeated weekend at home, the
Eastern softball team will look to extend its
winning streak to six games on the road Tuesday against the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
The Panthers have won nine of their last 10
games and are currently atop the Ohio Valley
Conference West division, ahead of Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville.
The Fighting Illini enter Tuesday’s game on
the opposite end of the spectrum, as Illinois
sits at the bottom of the Big Ten Conference
with a 1-8 record.
Eastern is 25-10 overall but has had less
success on the road at times, with a record
of 8-6, while Illinois sports a 4-6 record at
home.
Hanna Mennenga earned her second
straight Ohio Valley Conference Pitcher of
the Week honors and fourth of her career on
Monday.
The junior pitcher went 4-0 last week, which
included a five-inning, one-hit, 12-strikeout
performance in Eastern’s 8-0 win over Southern Illinois-Carbondale last Thursday.

The Panther pitching duo of Mennenga and Stephanie Maday will look to slow
down the Fighting Illini’s leading hitter
Alex Booker, who comes into the game batting .359.
Sophomore Shelese Arnold is the Fighting Illini’s top pitcher this season with a
3.01 ERA and also has 53 strikeouts this
season.
Arnold has had some problems with her
control and has allowed 60 walks on the year.
Eastern infielder Ashleigh Westover said
Panther hitters would be looking to be selective at the plate.
“Our approach at the plate is to find the
pitch we want and to drive it, and to also lay
off anything out of the zone,” Westover said.
Sophomore Hannah Cole comes into the
game with a blistering .408 batting average
this season and is also one of the top run
producers on the team with 25 runs batted
in.
The single non-conference rivalry game
starts at 4 p.m. Wednesday at Eichelberger
Field on the campus of Illinois.
Jack Sheehan can be reached
at 581-2812 or jpsheehan2@eiu.edu.

Jacob Salmich | The Daily Eastern Ne ws

Junior infielder Reynae Hutchinson catches a picth from junior infielder Ashleigh Westover to
get another out against Belmont on Saturday at Williams Field.

